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ORAL ENGLISH IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
Importance and Status
This subject is one of increasing interest because there are
constantly increasing needs and demands for it. Our society,
^"hich is becoming more complex, is demanding more of the individuals
who compose it. The business and social worlds no longer tolerate
the "ain'ts" and "haven't got no's" of bygone days. It is no long-
er enough to be .able to convey a meaning and be able to write cor-
rectly; one must also be able to talk easily, clearly and accurate-
ly.
Oral English is changing from the old stereotyped "speech-
making", or reproduction of poems or speeches with a given gesture
at a give time and place, to the ability to be master of the natur-
al situations that have to be met in everyday life. Dramatics and
elocution certainly have their place and should not be dropped, but
they do not meet the needs of the greatest number of pupils.
-"-John M. Brewer says, "Oral English is undergoing a change from elo-
cution to direct, effective speaking without unnecessary adornment,"
He states on page six of the preface, "Oral English is the only
study which is used in the pursuit of every study, and the one
study useful in every vocation and avocation. Hence its importance."
Because of the importance of the subject, and the growing need
for it, educators are making studies of oral English and schools are
making added provision for it. There are four surveys that are of
particular value to one studying the oral expression problems of our
•55-Oral English - John IvI. Brewer - Pref
. V
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high schools. Two were made "by Elizabeth '"hitmore Baker's ad-
vanced oral English classes, one being a survey of what the schools
are actually doing along that line, and the second a survey,
through questionnaires to profesr^ional people of prominence, to
find to what extent oral English featured in their daily lives.
The third survey is of peculiar interest because it deals v/ith
a field of specialized workers v/ho are often thought to consider
English a superfluity, and in whose colleges the tendency of the
past has been to neglect English as a merely cultural subiect and
not a useful tool in their engineering profession. The fourth
study, sponsored by the National Council of English Teachers, at-
tempts to find the amount of oral English used in everyday spec-
ific circums tonces ; and they also endeavor to reach people repre-
sentative of every station and occupation, thus giving us a much
broader and fuller survey than any previous one,
-"•JiTrs. Baker's class interviewed prominent business and profes-
sional men and v/omen, and had them fill out a simple questionnaire
giving the approximate per cents of their written and oral language
They also sent a few questionnaires by mail to nationally known
people, and included those in the fifty questionnaires tabulated.
The questionnaire itself e-v plains the nature of the informa-
tion given.
Questionnaires to Business and Professional Men
1, "Tiat proportion approxim.ately of the letters you produce
in your business are v/ritten, what proportion spoken? (Letters
written or typed by yourself are v.ritten, those dictated to a steno
^Spoken English - and How to Teach It -Page 2-8
-E, '.V.Baker
#
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grapher or dictaphone are spoken)
.
Wri 1 1en
Spoken
2. Of the English that you produce in you^ business what
proportion is v/ritten, what spoken?
Written
Spoken
3. ^.''/hat proportion of your speeches, addresses, etc., are
written, what spoken?
Wri 1 1 en
Spoken
Your name
Your occupation
Men representing the following occupations filled out the
blanks
:
Architect 2
Bank President 2
Bank Vice-President. . , .1
City Commissioner 1
Consulting Engineer. . . .1
Contractor .1
Director Civic ''el fare . .1
Doctor 3
Editor 1
Hotel Manager 2
#
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Tnsurance 5^o''icitor 1
Jeweler 1
Lawyer 8
Manager Chain Stores 1
Mayor 1
Merchant 8
Minister 1
Oil Magnate 3
President Commercial association, .2
President Mfg. Co 1
Sales Manager 5
Theatrical Manager 1
Vice President of Railroad . .1
The tabulated results were as follows:
Per cent v/ritten Per cent spoken
Letters 12% 88%
Other business 15% 87%
Speeches 11^ 89%
J do not think that this aues tionnaire is final proof, how-
ever it is not given as such; but it does indicate the trend of
the supremacy of the spoken word and should be recognized for that.
It leaves out the stenographers, clerks and other em.ployees who
have so much writing to do. I believe a great part of their v;rit-
ing is more mechanical than constructive, so that might be dis-
counted. To offset this, the social conversation, that Is such a
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large factor in human life, is left out. I believe, to a large
extent, tris v;ould counter-balance the neglect of the stenograph-
er and clerk.
In order to find out what is being done in the high schools
to meet this need another Questionnaire v/as sent out to towns of
five thousand population and over. The results of this v/ere:
Number of questionnaires sent out 1,100
"Mumber of questionnaires returned 440
Number of schools giving spoken English as a
separate course 122
Number of schools having specific instruction in
spoken English 389
Number of schools not having specific instruction
in spoken English 18
Number of schools giving spoken English in connec-
tion with literature 47
Number of schools giving spoken English in connec-
tion with composition 67
Num.ber of schools giving spoken English in con-
nection with both 255
Number of schools giving spoken English daily . 63
Number of schools giving it on speci.^ic days in
connection with other work 221
Number of schools where it is merely incidental 101
Number of schools v/here it is required 255
Number of schools where it is elective 81
Number of schools reaching all pupils 240
Number of schools reaching 75-1 to 100€ 17
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Number of schools reaching 50'^ to 75% 9
" " " " 25% "50^ 10
tl U tl ft -xc/ It ocicj/ on
Number of schools witt^ specially equipped
teachers 79
Number of schools handling work through regular
English teachers 258
Number of schools having both 47
Number of schools giving additional information. 168
Number of schools using text book 124
Number of schools using magazines -50
Number of schools teaching expression or drama-
tics 36
Number of schools teaching parliamentary usage , 24
Number of schools teaching public speaking ... 60
This studA^ brings out the fact that oral English, as such,
is being considered all over the country/ with an unusual amount
of interest. Forty per cent of the questionnaires sent out v/ere
answered and one hundred sixty-eight English teachers sent ad-
ditional information. This seems to indicate a deep interest on
the part of the teachers themselves. In the schools only eighteen
made no attem.pt to direct spoken English, but one hundred and one
admitted that it v/as only incidental, which fact means no organ-
ized effort to further it, thus placing it in the category of in-
cidental teaching. Tv/o hundred eighty-eight (288) schools were mak-
ing a conscious effort to train the students in oral English, '•'hile
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this s not an entirely satisfactory proportion, to be sure; yet
it is encouraging.
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English In An eric an Life
The study of the place in and function of English in Amer-
ican life was made by a comir.ittee appointed by the National Coun-
cil of the Teachers of English in 1925 with Mr. Clapp as chair-
man. The complete report of this is very interesting and illuminat-
ing, but I shall try to give only a very fev; of the import'^nt points
in it. The desire was to reach the rank and file of the Kmerican
people, to find what uses they had for English, what their spec-
ific difficulties were, and to apply this knowledge to the English
given in the school systems.
In working out their questionnaire the fo"i]ov/ing points"
were kept in mind: It should be cor^prehensive, broad in appeal,
specific, fai^^, readable and interesting, and convenient for
handling and compiling. The questionnaire included thirty-one
item_s - twenty-six relating to specific activities or situations
and five of a general nature. Under each of the specific items
three questions were asked:
1. Do you use English in this way?
2. Frequently?
3. Do you find that this use of English presents
any outstanding difficulty?
In order to help the reader, a li^^t of difficulties commonly en-
countered in that specific use of English is placed with the in-
structions to write in the space any details they care to give re-
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garding their ovni difficulties.
A more comprehensive idea of what the questionnaire con-
sisted may be gained from the following example:
Comron Uses of English for Communication
A. Interviev/s:
1, ¥/hen trying to get a business house or service
corporntion to adjust a claim to your satisfaction.
Do you use English in this way?
Frequently?
Do you find that this use of English presents any
outstanding difficulty?
Write on the space below any details you care to give regard-
ing difficulties you may experience. (Difficulty is often exper-
ienced in explaining clearly just what is wrong; in finding
words and manner that present the claim firmly without causing
irritation, etc.
With similar means the questionnaire carries out the program
through:
2, ""ith customers or patrons, if you a^^e a business or
professional man, or a representative of a service corporation,
3, When collecting information through word of mouth
j nnuiries
•
4, Ylhen making oral repo^'ts to an official superior,
5, Giving oral instructions to subordinates or agents,
6, In business or committee conferences with three or
four associates.
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B, Conversation:
1. V/ith strangers or casual acquaintances,
2. At social gatherings.
3. Over the telephone.
C, Public Speaking:
1, Taking part in public discussion at the meeting of
a club or organization,
2, Preparing a speech for a special occasion, a dinner,
anniversary, etc,
3, Conducting a meeting as chairman,
D, "'riting:
1, Notes and memos for your own use; diaries or records
accounting entries, etc,
2, Notes of invitation and acceptance, introduction,
condolence, etc,
3, Reports and notices for an organization, a board of
directors, etc.
4, Written instructions for subordinates or agents.
5, Business letters; inquiries; orders; acknowledg-
ments; sales; claims; adjustments; collections.
6, Advertisements and publicity items.
E, Comron uses of English for Interpretion
;
Reading
:
1. Reading newspapers to keoD up with current events.
2, Gathering information on a certain point from works
of r-^ference, periodicals, books, reports, etc.

3, Readin- and interpreting legal papers; leases;
contracts; deeds; insurance policies, etc,
4, Reading technical periodicals or serious books for
professional and business improvement,
5, Reading current periodicals and books for stimulus,
recreation and culture.
6, Reading standard literature.
Listening ;
1, To an address, lecture, radio program or play, for the
purpose of analysis and judgment,
2. To a business intervievt^, conference, or a convention
for the purpose of correctly reporting it.
About twenty- two thousand questionnaires were sent out and
twenty-nine hundred eighty- three were returned of v/hich three hun-
dred sixty-eight were discarded because they v;ere filled out by
persons v/ho had not received their education in the United States,
or v;ho were under twenty-one years of age. The twenty- six hundred
fifteen questionnaires that v/ere used came from, three hundred towns
in thirty-five states; two hundred fifty- three occupations were
represented; responses came from groups ranking in age from tv/enty-
one years to above seventy years; thus giving us the greatest
scope any such study has ever covered. It also deals V7ith the in-
dividual himself and does not ask for information about what the
individual thinks about the experiences of other persons.
-11-
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Some of the conclusions reached through this investigation
v.'ere : The "Use" percentages for the three education.sl groups
(the college, high school and grammar school) show a much wider
range for the college group ^-hen Interviev/s 1 and 2 and Conver-
sation 1, 2, and 3 are omitted. In the graph. Figure 2, Page 122,
we find an unexpected turn; for there is little divergence in
the "Difficulty"' scores.
The "difficulties" reported range from t^-zenty per cent to
fifty- two per cent for the tvvfenty-six"uses" , v/ith the mean about
thirty- three per cent. It seems singular that so many of the
"difficulty"' reports are a'^ong the more common and apparently the
more simple of those listea. On the other hand, such items as-
writing reports or instructions, presenting claims and taking
part in conferences, acting as chairman of a m.eeting, and listen-
ing to a conference or convention are usually peculiarly difficult;
yet are ranked very low in difficulty. Thus it would seem that
many are unaware of their own ''difficulties", which is true through
out the rhree educational groups. This fact of frequent under-
statement of "d if -[^icul ties" adds further weight to the high percent
age of difficulty admitted.
In the age group "difficulty" decreases as the age advances,
seeming to indicate that use and experience tends to decrease these
probl ems of speech.
The five summary nuestions were passed over by many of those
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replying, but from those answering we find an enormous preponder-
ance of ordinary speech. In ans-'^er to the question, "A. 7,T-iich
of the com^' on uses of English in the above list have you found to
be most important in connection with your practical affairs?" the
figures are
:
Interviews 732
Conversation 461
Reading 275
^"ri ting 214
Public Speaking 94
Listening 31
In answer to the question, "B. Which of these comrrran uses of
English have you found to be most important in connection with your
personal and social enjoyment?", we find Conversation leading, but
in the college group Reading ranks close to it, Ans^-ers to this ques
tion were given as follows:
Conversation 742
Reading 565
Public Speaking 93
Interviews 75
Writing 52
There were three distinct attitudes toward the effect of the
English work done in school on the tv;o foregoing questions:
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A. B.
1, Indispensible op very important 569 323
2, Necessary foundation, but experience
needed to supplement 477 295
3, Little help or none 360 226
In sumring up this report for practical a-plicntion for
school purposes we find it has shown:
1# Too little attention has been given to language activi-
ties v/idely used by persons of many ca"' lings and social groups.
Those reported as involving m,uch difficulty are in particular:
a, Interviev/s: word of mouth inquiries; reports to
a superior; instructions for subordinates; conferences,
b. Conversation: with casual acquaintances; at social
gatherings; over the telephone,
c. Public Speaking: informal discussion; preparing
addresses,
d, '.Yriting: informal notes and m.emos for one's self;
formal notes of invitation, introduction, etc.
e, Reading: legal documents,
f. Listening: to an interview; a conference; or a
public meeting,
2, The ''center of gravity" in English teaching is changing:
oral English m^ust be given m.ore time and attention,
3, Formal schooling has slight effect on command of simple
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and cornr''on uses of English, The value of actual experience is
greater than formal schooling.
4. Too little correlation betv^een rules and usage of lan-
guage instruction carried on in the schools.
5. There has been too little correlation between adult
language activities and school practices.
The extensiveness of this report shows the still broader
fields to be inv-^stigated along the- e lines, and the constant
need for keeping abreast of the tend'^ncies that are ever moving
our v/orld - and v'ith it, tbe school world.
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The Engineer's Need for English
The specific study of a specific group of people whose
language needs have been considered rather limiten shows the
broadening out that is taking place in the English field.
The engineering profession has been thought of as one in which
the people had a langu ge that was almost peculiar to them-
selves and did not feel the needs of English as did lawyer,
salesman or minister. William E. V/ickenden gives a very dif-
ferent picture of the situation as it is today. His opinions
are not based on mere theory, but he had made broad inquiry
into the sublect and tabulated the results as he found them.
Scientific knowledge has progressed with unprecedented speed. The
expansion of business, the use of applied technology and the
rise of the engineering profession to a place of leadership have
proceeded equnlly rapidly; but the basic educational processes
have not kept pace.
The engineering colleges felt this limitation and, deter-
mining to find v/hat was wrong and remedy it if possible, started
an exter:sive investig- tion. The Board of Investigation, repre-
senting the colleges themselves, with the co-operation of engin-
eering faculties, alumni bodies, professional societies, indus-
trial associations, and nublic educational authorities, carried
on the project.
The engineer, instead of using "engineering English", has much
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th e sane "basic use of the language as anyone else, with variations
in his vocabulary due to his particular profession. He should be
a maste-p of expository writing. The memorandum, letter, and report
are as essertial to him as is much of his technical knowledge. He
is in great need of mastering the language of persuasion. It is
estimated that three out of four men who graduate from engineering
colleges will fill administrative positions where they must make
decisions and run risks. This not only involves themselves, but
/- they must persuade others that v/hat they are doing is for the best.
It is said that the late Theodore N. Vail, who huilt up one of the
greatest engineering organizations, held his engineers responsible
for three ouestions in all matters brought up for executive consider-
ation. These questions were:
1. ^Ahy do it at all?
2. T/hy do it now?
3. Whj do it this v/ay?
The last question is the only one that left the engineer in his own
field. The first two, dealing with persuasion, put him in a field
where his training had, at best, been m.eager.
The economic fact that the services of one group of workers
are dependent on other groups is leading the engineer to see that
only as he is able to commend himself to others, especially v/hen in
an administrative role, will his achievements reach the heights to
which his technical skill is capable of carrying him. For the rich-
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est appreciation of life he needs broad social and cultural "back-
grounds and contacts.
Over six thousand graduates from forty-three engineering
00"^ leges, dating hack to the class of 1884, give the following
testirriony in regard to cultural subjects:
Six out of seven rated them as of sufficient value to
warrant the time spent. More than half rated them as of consid-
erable value. And a quarter rated them, as indispensable to their
cultural development.
The types of cultural interest pursued after leaving co''lege
are as follows:
28i Economics
25'^ English Literature
18'^ History, Psychology, Philosophy.
5% Music and Pine Arts
5% Foreign Languages
Needed changes in curricula to m.eet present needs were given
as :
Half of the graduates mentioned commercial and business sub-
jects.
More than a quarter more work in English.
One- twelfth other cultural subjects.
Less than one-sixteenth pri-ctical application.
About eleven hundred select men, all members of an honorary
/
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society of electrical engineers, v/hen asked to rate the groups
of subjects in the curriculum in the order of their value to
them gave Fundamental Science first; English, second; Electri-
cal Engineering, their major, third; Economics, fourth; other
branches of engineering, fifth; Shop Work, sixth; miscellaneous
cultural subjects, seventh; and foreign languages, eighth,
75.5 per cent of them rated the value of their work in English,
as "great"; 22,8 per cent as "moderate"; and less than two per
cent as ''little". This group felt that additional Economics
was requisite. ''Tien asked what subjects should be reduced to give
it the necessary time, forty-five per cent suggested a cut in the
miscellaneous cultural subjects; thirty- six per cent a cut in
the technical subjects; and only six and one-half per cent would
take the time from^ English. This makes English the most sacred
from invasion, ffhen asked what subjects of the curriculum they
conside^^ed of least value, foreign languages were given first place
advanced engineering su-'jects, higher mathematics and shop '"'Ork
were pr^^.ctical i y tied for second place; but English was last in the
scale of 1 eas
t
value.
Another inauiry was addressed to 15,000 men, leaders of the
three great branches of engineering - civil, mechanical and el ectri
cal . The main part of this v;as, ""Tiat subjects are of such impor-
tance that they should be a required part of the education of all
engineers?" Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics, English and drawing
were unanimously agreed upon as of such importance as to be om.itted
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under no circumstances. Many gave special comrents on the sub-
jects they mentioned, with English leading as the chief one to
receive special mention,
A few exam.pl es may be quoted:
"Emphasize instruction in spoken and written English. It is
essential that an engineer should be able to express his thought
fl early by tongue and pen." "Give better and more thorough English,
both oral and written."
More than five hundred replies from the profesj^-ors of engineer-
ing subjects give English, a most prominent place, v/hen listing the
si;b,1ects of the entire engineering curriculum according to their
idea of their importance, Com.position came second only to mathem.a-
tics, and speech cam.e only after basic sciences and some of the very
general engineering subjects.
This study was made with the needs of the engineering school
in m.ind, but it would seem that a very p-^actical anplication could
be made in the high schools. Many followers of engineering v/ork
are not graduates of any engineering school for there are m.any mechan-
ics whose formal education does not go beyond the gramjnar or high
school. Often these boys have a great dislike for English and other
cultural subjects forced upon them in their High School career. This
survey, made up ansv/ers coming from men in nearly every branch of
engineering service, would in itself serve to s>iow the student the
need for a command of good English. It seems to me that this would
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be particularly true in the trad school. This preceding fact,
therefore, should shov; the need of a concise course in English
Expression and composition in the Trade School,
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General Suggestions
Pupils must see the need for good talking and must see that
it includes knov/ledge, thinking power, and ability to reach the
audience, as well as a command of the language. These four must
be constantly kept in the rainds of the pupils, but more than
that, the pupils themselves must desire and. work for these ends
before any real progress can ensue.
Because the teacher is responsible to a large degree in a
normal class for the atmosphere maintained there, he should see
that it is one in which the student can do his best work, for
one cannot talk as well or as freely when in a strained situation.
Fi""st of all there should be a feeling of miutual aid, kindliness
and helpfulness toward one another. There are none there to tear
down, but the purpose is to build up, and the foundation of good
English must be firmly placed in order to build the more beauti-
ful and more ornate structure of fluent and beautiful language.
I remember listening to one diffident boy as he gave an ac-
count of sailing in a storm. As he stood before the class with
his eyes glued to the floor, mumbling through his half mem.orized
story, no one took any particular interest, not even the speaker
himself. The teacher, who was from the in"" and, and had no prac-
tical knowledge of sailing, out of pure interest asked a few ques-
tions regarding the experience he was relating. The response was
almost electric. He ceased mumbling and talked in his more natur-
al tone, talking directly to his audience, who imm.ediately be-
I
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came alive and interested in what this boy, who v;as really an
excellent sailor, had to say. The very fact that the teacher
could make the boy feel that what he was saying was worth while and
of val interest made it possible for him to give a very good bit
of work. Tie completely forgot hir.self in his desire to give his
knowledge of a worth-while sub,iect.
f/hen a realization comes to the class that good English is
more expressive than slang or inaccurate language, that the
v/orld today refuses to tolerate one who does not speak acceptably,
and no matter v/hat vocation is to be chosen, a command of good
Eng'iish is necessary, the battle is half won and the actual work
of bringing about the desired result can begin.
In the government bulletin for 1917, -j:-"Reorganization of
English", they give this comiprehensive aim. in teaching oral Eng-
lish. "The general purpose of teaching oral expression in the
schools is to make possible in the lives of the people an accur-
ate, forceful, living speech which will be adeouate for ordinary •
intercourse and capable of expressing the thoughts and erotions
of mien and women ^n other relations. Recognizing that the impulse
to converse, to sing, to narrate, to picture and to portray (mimic
and dramatize ) are racial traits of 1 ong standing, and that the
ability to be effective and interesting in these forms of expression
is of enduring social importance, it becomes the task of the teach-
er to provide incentive and occasion for the normal exercise of
^(-Departm.ent of Interior - Bulletin No. 2 1917 - Page 85
(I
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these irpulses, and to free the channels of expression by es-
tablishing right habits of thought and by developing the organs
of speech."
These general aims are to be consts^ntly kept in riind as the
ultimate goal, but there are rove specific class-rooin airas that
will help to make the irore general ones attainable. These are:
-::-"l. To converse agreeably,
2, To answer questions intelligently and fully,
3, To collect and organize material for oral discourse,
4, To present effectively in a natural environment
material already organized,
5, To loin pertinently and courteously in informal dis-
cussion,
6, To read aloud in such a way as to present the v/riter's
thought and spirit,
7, For those who have, or hope to develop qualities
of leadership, the ability to address an audience, or to conduct
a public meeting,"
In order to carry out these aims and make them, a reality
in the liv^s of the pupils, occasions should be created, if
they do not rise naturally of themselves, so that the student
will naturallj)- desire to express himself.
Oral English should be determined by the social needs of
those taking the v/ork. If a class has the opportunity to meet
-JMbid - Page 86
(1
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a felt need, they feel that a greater gain has been made. In
order to find what they consider their needs to be a ouestion-
naire could be given to the class and in it ask what they v/ant
most to accomplish in that course, also what general needs can
be met through a course in spoken English. If the teacher feels
that som.e of the most im.portant items have been omitted, she
can make suggestions regarding additions to the Hist. By doing
this the students are made to feel that the course is really
made for them and they are receiving from it what they m.ost need.
Some of the needs that will no doubt be given a->^e, announce-
ments, requests, interviews, coonittee work, conversation, enter-
tainment, introductions, training in parliamentary law, influen-
cing opinion, and securing action.
If the teacher of oral English is to render the most effici-
ent service, she must not have only the things she wishes to ac-
com-plish definitely in mind, but must be familiar with the coram.on
pitfalls she will encounter,
A few of the things that a teacher needs parti ci:ilarly to
guard agaj. nst in order to have the entire group receive the
greatest benefit are:
1. Do not yield to the impulse to allovv- the students who
enioy talking, and do it easily and readily, to monopolize the
class
,
2, Do not be one-sided, see that content, position, voice,
and style receive their proper attention. Do not be content if a
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speaker has good ideas, but delivers them in a slovenly rianner;
uses slang, makes grammatical errors, and stands in an av/kv/ard
position. On the other hand, the details of delivery should not
annihilate, or keep from sight the thought and content of the
speech.
3. Do not sacrifice the lesson to oral composition.
4. Do not fail to arouse interest.
5. Do not choose uninteresting sub.iects.
6. Do not allow bluffing.
7. Do not become a slave to outlines, but use them, only
as a m.eans to an end,
8. Deliver praise and condemnation equally.
The teaching of oral Eng''ish cannot be haphazard and frag-
mentary, but mupt be m.ade up of carefully prepared, continuous
work, '"'e have learned that you must apply to these oral units
the spme systematic care, the same clear prevision and the same
technical execution that v/e apply to the preparation and execu-
tion of the written theme.
(J
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Vocabulary
3C-"Language is pre-eminently the educated man's medium
of expression. The perception of abstract laws and principles and
the possession of those fine shades of feeling which are his
valuations of the higher distinctions he makes in experience,
renuire words to fix them in the mind and to communicate them
to others." Our lives are only as rich as our means of compre-
hension and communication, and that depends on our store of
words with which v/e think and communicate. It is, therefore,
very important to awaken in the minds of the high school stu-
dents a lively interest in the acquisition of an adequate vocab-
ulary,
«--"-"The aim of all vocabulary work must be to c eate a per-
ception of the value of words, a love for exact use, and an en-
thusiasm for a command of a variety of terms for shades of mean-
ing. Fncourage individual efforts and the formation of habits
of acauirement, and be sure to include ioy in the process."
Many of our high school students do not realize their
dearth of words, but their attention can be called to it by
giving vocabulary tests such as -"--"-Jc-L'arkham ' s Vocabulary Tests
for High School and College Students, and the ?:--"-};-??•Ingl is Tests
of English Vocabulary. Bringing to their attention the fact
*Editor's Introduction, Page 5 - Teaching English in Junior High
School - H. L. Hawley,
^^{•Spoken English and How to Teach it - Baker - Pnge 117,
jc-^j-jr-School Pub, Co., Blooraington, 111.
•K--;:--x--;?-Completed by R. W. Walter - Crinn &: Co, - Form C.
(0
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that their vocabulary needs enlarging and enriching will give
them an incentive to work to accomplish this.
Another means of showing them that a constant, conscious
effort is necessary is to bring to class mimeographed copies of
sentences that hive been used either in written or oral composi-
tion, such as
:
"1« A navy that is manned by men capable and sufficient
to man these ships,
2, The way to build a building,
5, "^ince the first settlers settled in this country.
4. They could m.ake a nice living,
5, A nation that did consider its obligation a scrap of
paper was held up to ridicule,"
The first three sentences with words of sim.ilar forms show
a lack of word resources.
Sentence four is a comz-^on misuse of nice, limiting the use
of words of accurate m^eaning.
Number five is a vague effort to express the meaning of such
words as disapproval, censure, cond?=mnation and reprobation.
Any resourceful teacher can compile a far more complete list
of sentences, showing the main needs in vocabulary, Ey seeing
their ovm needs of more and adequate v;ords, the students are more
ready to make an effort to gain them,
""ords frenuently substituted for words which more accurately
denote shades and meanings are; -lots, awful, nice. These words
(
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are made to car"^y hundreds of meanings and crowd out any number
of more adequate ad jectives .Because of this they have been called
"omnibus" words. People speak of awful weather, av;ful luck,
awful people, awful clothes; lots of people, lots of time, lots
of money, lots of fun. They say the play was nice, he has a nice
car, the people are nice, until the very monotony of the v/ords
kill their effectiveness.
How can the high school student be led to see th-' s and strive
to get av/ay from the bondage of a few words? The study of detached
lists of words or synonyms will probably not lead far, for it
soon becom.es a v/eary and tedious task that v^ill be shunned, '"''e
should avoid tiresome exercises isolated from !i if e relations.
After gaining a consciousness of how badly these words have
been overworked, the student begins to inouire '''"Ti^.t can v^e use
in their places?" Then the teacher's opportunity is at hand and
a few drills will be very appropriate and beneficial.
Drill:
/rite on the board a simple sentence containing a common
misuse of one of the "omnibus" words, such as:
"e are having awful weather.
Members of the class will supply such substitute v/ords as they
can immediately, such as: disagreeable, cold, wet, unseasonable.
With these as a basis, the synonym books and dictionaries m.ay
be used to enlarge the list, looking up symonyms for each word, and
'K0
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then using that group to look up nore, until the time or resources
of the class has been exhausted,
?/hen one sentence has been exhausted, another one may be given,
such as
:
Mary has an awful voice.
This will lead to a different set of substitutes which may be
treated the s^me as the first. This will create a lively inter-
est in the search for words and create a friendly rivalry in se-
curing the long'^-'st lists of words. The next day the lists may be
turned over to a comrrittee and a comr)Osite, alphabetical list
made. From the lir^ts compiled for awful, lots, nice and other
words that m.ay be used in similar fashion in th^t locality, drills
on pronunciation and meaning should be given in order to fix in
mind what has been acquired. The m.ain oblect in these drills on
pronunciation and meaning is to bring to the minds of the pupils a
sens ^ of the richness of the store of words at their command, if
they will but make a small effort to acouire them.
After drilling on pronunciation' and m.eaning, a game can be
devised to fix the use of the v/ords in the minds of the pupils,
thus through use„making them, their own. The teacher could start
by dictating a list of sentences containing various uses of "lots"
and from_ the lists previously compiled the students would pick ap-
propriate words. They, then, would give sentences of their oi'm and
their classmates would supply the requisite words until their vo-
cabularies had been exhausted. Another sentence could then be giv-
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en by one of the class and substitute words supplied for the
"omnibus" word in it. One could even choose sides and have a
contest to see which team can provide the greatest variations
in v/ords,
SI ang : Slang is another hindrance to a good vocabulary,
for slang expressions easily become habitual and crov/d out the
more accurate words that show so much more clearly the desired
meaning.
-"-A lesson, as given by A. Bess Clark, is illustrative of
the ways of bringing to the minds of pupils the origin, use and
probable end of most slang.
The following questions were on the board, to he looke' over
and thought about
:
1. li^.liat does language exist for?
2. Does slang exist for the sam^e ourpose?
3. What is slang?
4. Is all slang bad?
5. '"'Ihj do people object to slang?
6. How much of to-day's slang lasts for to-morrow?
7. Hov/ may you test so-called slang?
8. "'as slang yesterday what it is today?
9. '''.liat is meant by baseball slang, printers' slang,
golf slang, movie slang, restaurant slang and'' crooks ''' slang?
In the discussions the pu^oils decided that language lives
^;-Eng. Jl. Vol 14 - Page 941 - Slang: A Lesson in Ninth Grade
Composition. A. Bess Clark.
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to express thoughts; and it can only live when it expresses the
thoughts in a clear and inoffensive manner. Miss Clark read from
Sir '.Valter Scott's "The Feart of Midlothian", giving the s'lang
of the thieves, and then read part of a story giving the present
day slang of thieves and robbers. The first was entirely unin-
telligible to the class v;hile those who had been reading detective
stories Vnew the meaning of the latter. It developed from this
that slang grows through a desire to talk to intimate associates
without others understanding what is being said. The class could
easily see that the slang phrases of even a year or a few years
ago were no longer to be used, and from this came the natural con-
clusion that the greatest oart of the slang is found useful for
only a short oeriod of time. About 99^ of it is lost while 1%
gradually is elevated to rood usage,
A discussion of the current slang phrases and their probable
destiny is helpful in showing that unless words express a thought
better than words in use, and do it v/ithout offense, it never be-
comes an integral part of a language.
The work for the following day grows out of the talk on slang
Some of the suggested topics that could be used for topics of an
oral theme are
;
1, My Word Antipathies (slang or otherwise)
2, My Bugbears among '"'ords.
3, Childish T.'^is conceptions of "'ords.
4, ^'y Word Hobbies.
5, My Iviost Embarrassing Word Experience,
0
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Another eyercise to help the students see the proper place
and function of slang is to have them make a list of the slang
phrases they have heard recently and be able to report on: '.There
heard; circumstances used; did it express more clearly and
accijrately the meaning intended to be conveyed than some other
word m.ight have done? If not, give list of words you feel would
have been more appropriate.
Bringing to light and frankly discussing slang will do more
toward having students try to eliminate most of it from their
sDeech than hours of lecturing and condemnation.
All slang would not and should not be condemned. A good policy
to pursue is: -"-"first, not to spoil v/ith slang the e^rpression of
an idea which is worthy of a dignified statement; second, not to
confine all our ta]king to ideas v/hich seem to lead to slang; third,
try to avoid associating constantly vi/ith persons who use slang to
excess; and fourth, whenever we use slang, to try to use it appro-
priately,"
One excellent scheme is to keep the nev/ vrards one wishes to
make their own in a notebook and occasionally review them. It is
not necessary to have strange, or even unusual words, but it is
necessary to do the work systematically.
It is far better to have the exact pronunciation and meaning
of a familiar v/ord than to have a whole list of words that cannot
be incorpoT^ated into the ''everyday" vocabulary.
-"-Oral English - Brev/er - Page 70.
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Conversatlon
Need of
Conversation is one of the most used and least trained means
of oral expression, -"-Authorities on speech go so far as to say
it is the foundation of all speech making. It is therefore lament-
able that so much of our training for conversation has been frag-
mentary, haphazard and not thoroughly planned.
There are many advantages in improving our everyday conver-
sation, for, to most of us, it is our principal m.eans of communi-
cation, and the more efficiently we are able to do it, the happier
v;e shall be. It may be classed as t¥/o kinds: business and soc-
ial. The form.er is the means by which most of the world's busi-
ness is transacted. 3y it we communicate our needs and desires,
and acquire and impart information. P.ocial conversation is the
open door to f r:i endship, enables us to express our enjoyment and
appreciation, to give comifort, advice, and som.etimes reproof, and
gives to people the great gift of entertaining, ""'ebster said that
he learned more by conversing with great m,en than by reading great
books. In addition to the above values of conversation, it is
one of the great aids for training for public speaking,
Som.e of the remarks that authorities have made on conversation
-x-P. 302 Conversational Basis. G. W. Bubbert, 1, Pelf-expression
through the Spoken '^'ord. Allen Crofton. Jessica Royer.
f
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and speech are:
5?-"Life as we know it today is more largely dependent upon
speaking thf^n upon every other form of e:xpression,"
•}!-K-"The pity is that so few people are able to converse on
worth-while subjects The conditions of modern life hfve made
conversation a lost art. It seems highly desirable to raise
conversation to a higher level as often as possible,"
5C-K-K-" Public speaking is sim^ply ordinary conversation elevated
arid intensified. Public and private conversation differ only in
degree ,
"
-;j--;;-;;-^/-"A m.an that can talk fluently and well can speak fluently
and well before an audience, if he v/ill only practice enough,"
One can realize for him.self that it is a pity that so few
people are able to converse on worth-while subjects, and that
it is highly desirable to raise conversation to a higher level,
if they take the trouble to notice the topics of conversation of
the various classes of people with v/hom they come in contact. I
think that they will agree that ''thought content (of a private
conversation) is genera] ly unprep--red, unorganized, haphazard, and
is usually disconnected - and is usually comprised of weather,
local conditions, gossip, health, and related subjects." What a
relief it is to get into a group where the conversation is of a
high order, and the worth-while things of life take the place of
Junior Speech Book, Page 10, Nattkempter KcCay.
^h;- Eng. Jl . Page 277, April 1926
^ -:c-Eng.Jl, Vol. 16 - April 1927 - Page 303
Life of Henry Tard Beecher - Page 104 - Arlington Ed.
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the trivial, less elevating topics of the great ma,1ority of people's
talk, I once met a lady v/ho said, ''I feel a conversation is entire-
ly wasted unless I have either received or given something that is
worthy of remeribrance; and by doing this someone has grown intellect-
ually, morally or spiritually," Y.Tnen this has becom.e the constant
aim, the conversational quality of the world will soon be raised to
a higlier level.
•Aliat can be done in the school s to help in bringing about the
desired result? 5f"Back of the power of adequate expression is the
pov/er of thinking." Obviously, then, we must supply the students
with som.e thing about which to think, and then supply them with ade-
nu' te opportunity to tell of the knowledge they have acquired. Much
good cu rent literature should, be placed at their command. This
is not sufficient, for the pupils may have been surrounded with ;iust
such material and never used it. There must be a well thought out
plan for utilizing the material, and this plan must not only be for-
m.ulated, but vigorously practiced.
Other sources of material which the student should be taught
to utilize are: Observation of wh'-:t is going on around him, so that
he will not be one "who has eyes and sees not,nor ears and hears
not"', but will be alert to al] about him. Conversation is a very
fruitful source, I once knev/ a high school student who was a con-
stant source of wonder to his teachers, for his fund of information
of the general topics of the day seemed to be endless. On being
^-Eng, Jl. April 1927 - Page 302.
V.
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questioned as to the source of this information he said a great
deal of it came from talking to folks who visited his homf, which
was a summ.er resort. It seemed that he rarely ]et an opportun-
ity slip whereby he might gain knowledge from their patrons; and
they, in turn, realizing his genuine interest, responded readily
and gladly, for they had found an interesting and intelligent
conversationalist in 1his lad. Back of this, of course, was a keen
d<"sire to learn, and a genuine interest in the people around him;
for the samie opoo"^tunity v/as open to the other members of the fam-
ily but was entirely wasted because of their lack of desire and
interest, Im^agination, experience, text books, summaries, nues-
tions, and keeping a journal are other fruitful thought-producers,
and should be utilized.
Before attempting to develop the natural conversational sit-
ua "ions, it would be well to have before the studf-nts the ideals
to be attained, and the route miapped out by v/hich th'^re was an op-
portunity to reach the goal. On this road there are boggy pi ces
of faulty diction, rough places of slang, and m.any rocks of gram-
matical errors, faulty sentence structure, harsh or unpleasant
voice, lack of m.aterial about which to talk, uneasiness of manner,
etc.; but it is possible for students to eliminate many of the
rough places and rocks in their road and return on the fine highway
good speech.
It v.'ould be well to discuss the qualities th'it make pleas-
ing conversationalists' by having them recall the conversations they
have most enjoyed and listing qualities that they felt made these
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so en.ioyable. -JJ-Mr . Dyer's surmnary of a good adult conversationalist
would be a good guide to build upon. It is as follov/s:
"1, ^Vell read know masterpieces - and the best literature
of his day.
2, Know something of natura] science, history, political science
and art,
3, Is open-minded, eager to learn from others, willing to ex-
change experiences,
4, Know v/hen to ILstoi and. hov/ to ask questions,
5, Have sense of humor,
6, Able to adapt hiniself to nev; situations.
7, Should not converse on topics of interest to himself only,
8, Good command of English -- grammatically correct and good
enunciation,
9, A smiling countenance is a great asset,"
"'ith these as a foundation, «nd the better suggestions of the class,
which will no doubt fit their own group better than any prepared
by an outsider, you have the ideals toY/ard which to work. It is much
e sier to reach a definite goal than to keep running at random with
no end in view.
Now, with the positive goal in mind, the hindrances to good con-
versation could be discussed in order to avoid them as r^uch as possi-
ble. Again the class suggestions should come first. Discuss the
list of hindrances to conversation. For this we have a good founda-
tion in -ec-M-Mrs, Baker's research which includes the most obnoxious
^^-Eng. Jl, April 1926 -^Page 278
-::-;5-Spoken English and Pow to Teach It. E. Baker. Page 47
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offenders.
1. The "monopolip^er" -- w' o is a person who likes to talk
and takes far more than his share of the time, thus turning what
was intended to be a conversation into a lecture ar a monologue.
Even though he be interesting and succeeds in holding the atten-
tion of his listeners, he is not a conversationalist, for that con-
sifts in the exchange of ideas.
2. The "silent sitter'' occupies the other extreme. He is
content to let the others do all the talking, and he do no more
than listen. This is really selfish for he continually gets with-
out giving anything,
3. "The accuracy fiend" is indeed a great annoyance, and
may kill the most anim- ted of conversations by not being able to
"see the forest for the trees". He loses sight of the important
purpose the speaker has in mind in his frenzy to have all the min-
utest details correct. Usually when such a person is present, both
the narrator and listeners become so exasperated that the story is
given up in despair.
4. "The bitter ender" in conversation is the one vvho, no mat-
ter how tiresome he becomies, nor how tactfully nor often the topic
of conversation is changed, returns to com.plete his tale as soon as
any opportunity offers.
5. The "authority" is also disagreeable to encounter in the
conversational game for no m.atter what topic may be mentioned, he
is informed on it, and gives his ideas in such a way that further
argum.ent is precluded, for by offering an opinion contrary to the
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"authority" one would seem to be flatly contradicting him. After
one or two such experiences, no one has the courage to introduce
new topics.
6, The "'shop talker*' is one ^Ahose business dominates him instead
of his dominating his business, and he cannot get away from it long
enough to carry on a social conversation. This person loses much
of the broadening effect of the give and take of good conversation
because of his great self interest in his own affairs.
AIT of these hindrances will be grridually remov.ed if al ^ the
members of a class can be impressed that -^-"The ground worV for good
conversation is a live interest in things and people, a v;il] ingress
to v/ork to build up a store of v;orth-v/hile material, and the exer-
cise of thoughtful consideration of the interests of other people."
One means of pr;icticing for conversation is to divide the Eng-
lish class into groups with a chairm.an at the head of each conver-
sational group. It is the duty of the chairman to act as host or
hostess, start the conversation ball rolling, and keep it going in
safe channels. This work should be given to all members of the
class who are capable of handling it. Gradually, as the students be-
come proficient, every normal person should be able to do this. To
start with, some topic for discussion could be assigned in order to
give the less ^eady talkers of the class an opportunity to look up
material, and thus be able to enter into the conversation with great-
er ease and assurance.
-x-Oral English - E.W.Baker, Page 145
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For purposes of practice each should study his group, study
the subject assigned, practice aloud, and be ready to introduce
into the conve'-^sation the pointsof interest they have selected,
A good exercise would be to have each of the students go to
soTTie place ^vhere they would he apt to hear much conversation and
bring to class a reco d of the topics that were discussed. A
composite list could be made of the individual ones, and from
this the undesirable topics culled and the better ones enlarged
upon and perhaps used as topics for some of their ovm groups.
Another means of getting topics of value to the groups would be
to have each mem.ber of the c].ass make a list of ten topics which
were of interest to him and ^"hich he felt himself capable of dis-
cussing. In addition to this he could add ten topics that he knew
very little about but was interested in knov/ing n^ore. By compar-
ing lists some very useful topics of real interest to the mem.bers
of the groups could be discussed.
To start the class a group of topics such as the following
could be suggested:
•55-1. Discussing a novel which all the group have read,
2. Turning Robinson Crusoe into a moving picture.
3. Persuading the others in your group to read an article
or book th:t you have discovered and enioyed.
4# Considering improvements needed in your school
5. Discussing qualities of an ideal person.
-:;-Orai Eng .-Baker - Page 140
4
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The topics should continue to grow in scope. '"Tien such
topics as have just been named have been used, one might take
up one of the follov^ing with profit:
!• Are people of to-day happier th^ n those of the Colonial
period 2
a. In what v/ays are livin,:; conditions different? In
your answer consider especially the effect of new inventions and
education,
b. Find out what the young people of that day did
with their sp-ire time.
c. Imagine v/hat the older people of Colonial times
found to criticize in the life of their time.
2, The influence of an invention. Select any one in which
you are Interested, as the typewriter, the automobile, the steam
engine, the microscope, the radio.
a. V'.Tien was this invention miade, and by whom?
b. How was the worV concerned done before the inven-
tion was made?
c. Does the use of this invention s^ve tir-e?
d. I'/hat differences in living conditions have been
brought about by this invention?
e. Has its use had any effect on the standards of liv-
ing of the people?
It would seem, that because most of the conversations in
class have been on a topic df^finitely assigned, it. would differ
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from opdlnaT'7'- conversation. This is true; but it gives the pupils
insight into what constitutes good conversation, and frori their
fund of knowledge and previous practice their conversation will no
doubt he helped.
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Devi ces
Hobbies
^i-"The direct, personal and vital e-periences of boys and girls
v/ere a source seldom utilized by the teachers of thirty years ago.
Now, fortunately, we are asking our pupils to speak of the things
they know in an in-f^imate way, trusting that the ever-widening cir-
cle of int^^rest will finally bring them to the ability to discuss
topics which have a worth to adults,"
«-x-One of the examples of the above statement was very success-
ful wo-r^k done by Helen Cosgrove on "Hobbies'*. She realized that
children have interests of their own that are very absorbing to
them, and by using this interest they would talk gladly and freely.
She started by telling of, and illustrating her 0"ati hobby, v:hich
•as books. This started the work naturally and tho children's
responr^e was very gratifying. Some of the children who had no hob-
bies or felt that theirs v/er'; inadequate became so interested that
they borrowed their parents nn order to bring illustrative mater-
ial.
This work is a challenge to the interest and knowledge of
the child. They are great hobbyists and are even specialists in
their line. Some of the hobbies I have personally seen used to
good advantage in oral work are: m.usic, nature study - flowers
animals -- stamps, coin collections, photography, manual training,
winter sports and other sports.
-JJ-IV Int. P. VI
•?5-J5-Eng. Jl. Feb. 1924. "Hobbies" by Helen Cosgrove - Page 140.
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Mock Trial The People vs. Sam Slang
An advanced public-speaking class of a certain high shool who
felt themselves responsible for the program of Better-Speech '"'eek,
working under the direction of the teacher, devised a rod- trial
of Sarr Slang to be carried on in regular courtroom, procedijre. Be-
fore this decision was reached other plans were discussed, but
were discarded as being too conventional, and not apt to reach the
student body. Some of the most promising of these plans were:
a, Mr. Verb was caught "jay-walking" into an outline where
he had no business to be,
b, Mr. Slang was brought to answer for the murder of Mr.
Bet. R. English.
c, Mr. At was accused of moving into the sentence "^JThere is
he at?" after the signal had been given to stop traffic,
d« Miss Conjunction was brought to trial for a lack of dis-
charge of duty in appearing in sentences when Mrs, Semicolon failed
to come to the rescue,
A combination of these ideas was adopted and the next plans be-
gan to take form. One group visited a courtroom in order to get
the proper court atm-O sphere and give valuable supplem.entary material
to their library research or court procedure. The class was divided
into two sections, the prosecuting and defending side of the case,
and v/orked indeoenden tly of each other, with the judge and the clerk
acting as impartial agents to see that the evidence did not overlap
and that valuable evidence was not omitted.
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The first trial was held in regular class as a basis for the
more formal tria!1 to be given before the entire school. The first
was purely spontaneous and impromptu for neither sid*^ knew the
plan of campaign of the other. In ord'-'r to preserve this as a ba-
sis for the future trial, a senior of the commerrial department
acted as court clerk and later transcribed the actual record of the
evidence. In com.piling the actual court scene as much of this
original evidence was used as was possible. The commercial depart-
ment was again cai led upon to type the "parts" of each person and
the rehearsals started. The only difference in the usual rehearsals
was that they felt the lines were their ovm and they had the privi-
lege, and used it, of .altering the lines.
In co-operation, the stage-craft class prepared an accurate
courtroom scene and a dozen teachers became the jury, each one repre-
senting a different type, matron, schoolm.arm, merchant, etc,
"The curtain rose upon a scene of the court room in confusion -
jurymen talking together; witnesses chatting carelessly; the clerk
in undignified posture reading the paper - a scene which instantly
altered to respectful attention the m.oment the sheriff rapped with
his gavel and uttered, "Hear ye, hear ye, hear ye". Immediately
the judge , . , opened the court and instructed the clerk to read
the indictment. Couched in obscure legal verbiage, it unintelli-
gibly stated the case of The People v. Sam 5>iang,
"The state's attorney was next giver, opportunity to present
his case, and did so in the following words: "Your Honor and gen-
tlemen of the jury, I am here today to prosecute a man of very
vicious and corrupt character. His slouchy appearance at the pres-
ent time (Sam Slang suddenly, but only for a moment, assumes a dig-
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nified posture in the prisoner's chair) denotes slouchy speech.
He is not content with having slouchy speech hir-sel f , hut he has
passed it on to others. If the defendant had been guilty of
hut one offense, I rright have recomr^ended probation or a sus-
pended sentence, but the defendant is accused of stealing the
words from the plaintiff's mouth and substituting his own cur-
rupt speech on two separate occasions; and he is further accused
of having robbed two unprotected young women, Fiss I'll Say and
Miss Carrie Crossword. There can be no c^oubt as to the character
of the defendant. He has been oroved to be a degenerate of
malicious and cr^iminal nature. Therefore, I cannot recommend a
suspended sentence, but shall try to see him convicted and sen-
tenced to the full term required by law for the crimes that he
has committed."
He summoned as his fir^st v/itness, the plaintiff, Mr. Bet. R,
English, who is duly sworn in by the clerk. The clerk clung to
legal verbiage and displayed some ingenuity in his choice of far;-
i!liar texts in swearing in the various witnesses, Vithout quoting
the entire testimony and cross-exam.ination, the following section
will indicate the progress of the case:
State's Attorney: (Addressing the v/itness who has .iust
been sworn in) "^hat is your name?"
Miss I'll Say: "I'll Say."
State's Attorney: "Well, please do."
Miss I'll Say: "I did."
State's Attorney: "'"ell, that's what I asked you to do."
Miss I'll Say: "l did; m.y name is I'll Say. I used
to have a better nam.e but Sam Slang stole it from me and left me
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no thing but I'll Say."
State's Attorney: "State your knowledge of the prisoner
and his injury to you."
Miss I'll Say: "?/hy, before I met any of the bunch of
Sam Slang's crowd, I was a beaner of a word slinger, and now
ain't things come to a pretty pass when I can't hardly say one
sentence without some slang in it; because everywhere around
this berg is at least one of his gang, and they'll pipe up and
say, "Hey, you, v/here're ya goin'?"or, "Aw, come on, kid, this
.ioint is the bunk and I know a keen one to go to." All unknowingly,
I've lust had my good speech swiped and slang stuck in. It ain't
right."
Thus the trial progressed with the defense losing at every
turn. Humor was used wherever possible, but the case was fully
sustained. The jury came to a unanimous decision without leaving
tbe room and the judge gave his sentence to a special class in
vocabular building from which he m.ight be excused only when he
s'^^oul d be p-ponounced a.^ English-speaking citizen worthy of inter-
course with respectable persons.
Miss Bundy feels that the following values stand out:
"1. The student body was offered a program that entertained
through swift-moving action and clever lines, but that, more im-
portant than this, conveyed a plea for Better Speech,
2, A particular class profited from.:
a. The experience of carrying fo^^ward to successful
completion a project v^fhich they them.selves conceived.
t
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b. The benefit of seriously considering the weakness
and futility of careless speech."
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Special Occasion Speeches
The Aft3sr-dinner Speech
The rapid increase in clubs and organizations of many kinds,
with the attendant dinner, has made the after-dinner speech far
m.ore common, and has brought the necessity for many more people
to be able to "oarticipate
.
Its primary purpose is to entertain, although it may have,
and probably will'^'have some serious thoughts,
"2"'''''Pive characteristics of a good speech are:
1. It is short.
2, It is good-humored, friendjy, happy, intimate.
7), It is fresh, spontaneous - letting certain points
rise out of the occasion itself,
4. It is interest 'ng, entertaining. It touches the
life, interest and experience of the listeners.
5. It is not a string of funny stories. Do not tell
stories merely to recite them. If you have a good story that is
appropriate to the occasion, and you know how to tell it, it may
be v.forthwhile to include it.
The class could prepare for some of the following events,
carrying them out in an imaginary way as class exercises:
1. Annual Dinner of the Debating Society of the School.
2, Junior-Senior Class Banquet,
?. Dinrer given to the football team.
55-2 m.odel s in ''Classified Speech Models" Brigance Page 279
'"--"-Purposive I7riting and Speaking, 'Val lace M'Neill - Page 186
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,4, Complinentary dinner to the Principal on his birthday.
5. School Alumni Dinner.
6. The sai^e class twenty years hence.
The toastmaster holds a ve^j important place, his task
being to keep the audience in a genial mood, and the program
moving. Talks should be brief, snappy, and appropriate;
the toastmaster having the privilege, without being rude, to
call any speaker who infringes on the time of others.
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Introductory Speeches
The introducing of a speaker is the point of contr-ct hetv/een
the speaker and his audience, and unless the introductory speech
rives the proper point of view, "both audience and speaker start
handicapned . It is splendid practice in the English classroom to
have the chairrinn of the class for the day introduce each speaker.
I'Tien programs for the school are given, this experience can be
put to practical use.
Introducing individuals to other individuals is a corimon occur-
ence in the lives of most people. To do it properly and gracious-
ly is indeed an art. A little time on the study of the etiquette
of introductions and a day or more of demonstrations ^"ould be most
p-rofitablf^ to a clrss. Each person could assume the per-sonality
of another individual and a short dialogoie could be worked out show-
ing the effect of a proper introduction. The students are very
interested in this and gain much from it.
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The Difficulty Speech
The student imagines himself in some ticklish or gravely
important situation. In his speech he must win his hearers
over to his side, and thus get out of the difficulty,
Some situations that might arise are:
1, The star football player has been pronounced in-
eligible to play before an important game,-- the coach m.ust
make his team see the justice of keeping him from playing.
2, The presid'nt of the Students' Council must per-
suade the stijd ents to act in a certain way because he sees it
is the right way,
3, The chairman of Student Activities wishes a change
in the faculty policy and goes before them to try to get the de-
sired results.
The students are very quick to think up situations and it is
very probable that some of the most forceful speeches of the
year will develop from this.
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Card Index
There are many, many ways a teacher co.n help a student
by a sympathetic understanding of his faults, tactful and
constructive c^^i ticisms, and a genuine interest in the life
of the student. In order to give this practical aid the
teac'her of oral English m.ust kno^Y the individuals, their back-
grounds and aspirations. In order to gain this understanding,
a card index is very helpful. On this index one could have
something similar to the following:
1 . Name
2. Home
3. Subjects studied this quarter
4. Other school activities
5. Special interests
6. Study in other schools
7. Occupations (past or intended)
8. Travel
This card index might be form.ulated by a committee of stu-
dents and be placed where members of the class could have ac-
cess to it, and especially the chairmen of the different commit-
tees v/ho will then have a better chance to use the knowledge,
abilities or experience of his class members more efficiently.
It will also help to create a democratic and friendly spirit
among the students by familiarizing them v/ith the names of their
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classr^ates, and giving other data which will tend to inc"ease
respect through acauaintance
.
e
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Suggested Remedies
That there is an Increasing need which has resulted in an
increased interest in oral English is evident. Hov/ can this pres-
ent need be met?
The primary factor is the teacher. The average English
teacher is not always properly equipped to teach the ora] work
along with composition and literature, and, secondly, her bur-
den is already heavier than other teachers.
A study in Cal ifornia of the vrark of teachers showed that
in workin?; hours the teacher of English had one more day per week
than other members of the teaching staff. The reasons given for
feeling that the English teacher should be relieved so that her
working hours would correspond to other teachers 'can be summed up
as follows:
1. It is pedagogical economy to do so.
2. Need of more individual instruction to meet needs.
3. Teacher should be able to do a day's work and call it
a day.
4. Teacher should have time to grow.
5. Should have op :--ortuni ty for normal home life.
The first remedy is to lighten the teacher's load in order
to give 't^er opportunity to grow and give the pupils the best she
possibly can, which is im.possible to do if every moment of her
-x-XV Eng. Jl. Vol. 15, Page 393
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time is taken up v'ith teaching activities.
Better p^^epared teachers are needed. At the business meeting
of the TTptional Council of English Teachers they showed their ap-
preciation of the need by passing the follov/ing resolution:
"1. Reso"^ved: That training in the elementary matters of
the technique in the speaking voice should be a part of the pre-
paration of every departmental teacher of i-ngiish, and that we
urge col eges to include a course of this sort among those required
of students who are to be recomrended as teachers of English,''
''2, Resolved: That the National Council of the Teachers of
English favors the requirement by every teacher - certifying agen-
cy of reasonable proficiency in the oral use of our language, mak-
ing a test in oral English a part of any examination given to can-
didates for teaching certificates."
The general awakening is bringing courses into colleges and a
general respect for the spoken language. -"-Chas. H, "'oolbert says,
"T think "^e have genuinely suffered from, the writing dominance of
bookishly disposed people. . . . But most of the tim.e v/hen the same
people get up on thei-n feet to talk, the result is something to
start a tear I feel strongly that we need a return to great'
er T^espect for good PJnglish, and that the return should berin \vith
the high school and college teacher himself "
"We are confronting animals, and for this reason I cannot es-
cape the conviction that until our high schools make speech equally
-K-Eng. Jl. Vol. 13 - Page 667
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important with writing and reading, we shall not be doing the fair
thing by the boys and giro's under our instruction."
The text books of English have been v/ritten primarily for
those who wish to irprove their writing. This should be rrodified.
The student's written work receives much attention, and his oral,
little, if any. Consequently the student gets the impression that
his written v/ork is the only thing of any great i'^portance ; that
his everyday speech may violate all the forms of grammar and good
usage, and yet be acceptable.
The responsibility of good oral language should not be carried
by the English teacher alone, for- m.ore talking "is done by the pupils
outside of her class than in it. Every teacher in a school s^/stem
should be enlisted to carry on the war against ''Poor English'*. They
can do this by refusing to accept incomplete answers or' inarticu-
late mumbling in place of a definite, concise statement of an an-
swer, and assigning oral them.es covering her field of work.
English positions are too often filled by good teachers -- of
history, good teachers of biology, or good teachers -- of most
any subject than English. Too many executives fail to realize that
to be able to teach one subject well does not necessarily m.e^n that
a person can teach English well. It seem.s to me that in all too
many systems Eng"" ish courses are given to a teacher for no greater
reason than that she has a vacant period, and there is a class in
English to "he taught. It is not true that every one makes a good
rC
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teacher of English simply "because he can carry on a conversation
or speak without making errors. It takes much more than that to
be a teacher of the n^ost important su'\1ect taught in the curricu-
lum. It takes aptitude and liking for that kind of work with a
background of very thorough training, '.'/hen Boards of E'duc- tion
and executives see this and d'=mand. a real teacher of English, much
,of the haphazard, fragmentary teaching of our spoken language will
cease
,
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Sumnary and Conclusion
I have made no attempt to treat the technical parts of the
development of oral language, for I feel that there are books that
adequately cover drills in breath control and voice development,
but it i< essential that v/e waken the public to the realization
that in order to give the students of today an adequate prepara-
tion for life, they must be able to orally convey their meanings
in a clear, forceful manner. Oral composition touches the everyday
life of the individual and should be made a 4J-"definite, integral
feature of the ( school ) work, a feature that requires very careful
planning on the part of the teacher so that every assignment will
be part of a definite scheme, working toward a definite goal, and
reouiring mo'-^e work and thought on the part of the pupil than the
old type of V'ritten theme, often all too hastily prepared and v/i th
no thought of its ever reaching the eyes of any but the teacher,
and certainly not the ears of his classmates."
The teaching of spoken English is not a fad, and is not even
a new idea, but too often it has been a mere dabbling, now and
then, when the spirit moved the teacher, or a sort of hodge-podge
of a recitation; the kind th- t led a boy to say one evening, when
asked if he 6id not have to stud^r his English, that because they
were to have oral themes the following day, he didn't find it neces-
sary to study. Oral English ts no crutch for a lazy teacher. V.Tien
properly taught, it is evem nore strenuous than the teaching of
-)r-The Handling of Oral Composition in the High School -Adah Ct. Grandy
The Illinois Association of Teachers of Eng. - Bulletin April 1,1918.
r
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written composition.
Instead of being a fad, oral English -;?-"is a stable manifes-
tation of a steady, growing and irresistable tendency of our
1 anguage- teaching to adjust itself to the rspid coinmuni cation
methods of this day the closer touch, the impatience of the
intermediaries, the i^-^-iperative dem.and for speed and directness,"
The studies ard surveys made by those interested in speech
education show the growing interest in this work which e-:'plains
why courses in oral expression are everywhere creeping into the
ciirri culum.. The fact that there is a growing awareness of the
need is indeed encouraging, for we must see a need in order to sup-
ply it, -:r-However, as yet, the technique of the spoken language is
not compi'ete. V«hile the technique of written language has been
in a large measure worker' out and perfected, and is the common
possession of teachers of English everyv/here, such points as the
mastery of sentence structure and the acquiring of vocabulary for
speaking purposes yet remain to be perfected.
Oral English is still one of the pioneer fields of teaching
rmd is indeed a challenge to teachers of vision and constructive
imagination.
^- Eng. Jl. Vol. l^ Page 597
•5C--;;- Spoken English and How to Teach it - Baker-Roehm - Page 172
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